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Editor’s Notes

Dear GAVSians,
We have great news; We are kicking-off the new financial year with couple of new logo 
acquisitions - TARGET CORP & NYU LANGONE MEDICAL CENTER. 

As we go through the regular turns of deliverables and deadlines, we find very little time 
to unwind and get to know each other at GAVS. The PULSE team has designed the 
magazine to work on this important aspect that will bring GAVSians closer together 
through participation; the idea is to have a magazine ‘by GAVSians for GAVSians’ and 
walk our ‘RITE’ talk.

We invite guest writers on technical and non-technical topics, and to share your art – be 
it photography, paintings, sketches, poetry and so on. This is an opportunity for every-
one to showcase their talent, an opportunity for the rest of GAVS to get to know you.

This edition has quite a few guest writers – Reid writes on the differences between UI, 
UX, Visual & Interaction Design, and Sean on Agile Development, and a non-technical 
“Reminiscence” by a GAVSian.  

We also have a section featuring a client in the ‘Know Your Client’ section.  This edition 
brings to you an interesting read on Swiftpage.  

Josh’s ‘coffee with David Loges’ is truly unique - David’s 20 years as a farmer and then 
onto becoming an IT professional is an awe-inspiring story…We GAVSians definitely 
have got what it takes… 

Our ‘5 Questions’ features Lakshmi from the Finance, you would be pleasantly surprised 
to know what she wants to do outside of GAVS.

The art section this time is entirely from the Middle East team and their families, we have 
interesting sketches.

Let me conclude with my most fav quote by Henry Ford - “You can do anything if you 
have enthusiasm.” Doesn’t that make beautiful sense? To understand that everything we 
ever want is within our reach? 

Leaders Speak 

The Financial year 2014-15 was a significant year for our 
company. The Revenue of IT services grew 15% in FY 14-15 
over FY 13-14.

We have a healthy balance sheet and comfortable cash flow. 
We have financial strength and liquidity necessary for making 
organic and inorganic investments as necessary for our 
growth. 

The financial year 2014-15 ended with a $3 Million run rate in 
monthly revenue which is an all-time record revenue in the 
history of GAVS.

The Budget for FY 2015 -16 is a Zero Based Budget, which was firmed up and submitted 
to the management for the Board approval. The Revenue budget for FY 2015-16 is $ 42 
Million. The Budget has been aligned with the Company’s Inside-out Strategy of building 
competency, Leveraging the eco-system of alliance partners to strengthen our 
Go-to-Market plans, and generate leads through participation in  in Marketing events.

Our Finance function is much about accounting regulation, compliance and creating a 
service team focused on providing business-driven analysis, insight, foresight, and 
support. 

We demonstrate the same by the following;
•  Global Finance- (Enhance productivity and increase resource flexibility)
•  Metrics driven management  (Forecasting & Budgeting to Provide Early warning
   signals)
•  100% compliance
•  Cash Management
•  Cost optimization -(Strategic business support)
•  Transparencies with all stakeholders 

We are here to help make your working experience at GAVS comfortable, please feel free 
to contact us for any help or requirement, and we would be happy to assist.

Bindu Vijayan

Narasimha Shenoy 
Vice-President, 

Global Finance & Admin
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Major Project Updates

Target Corporation is a Fortune 500 global retail organization headquartered in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Target has enlisted GAVS help to build out their JBOSS Fuse integration platform.  This 
platform is the basis for all integration work going forward between current and legacy 
applications.  

NYU Langone Medical Center, a world-class, patient-centered, integrated academic 
medical center, is one of the nation's premier centers for excellence in clinical care, 
biomedical research, and medical education.

GAVS has confirmation for new project work - One Project Manager & One Project 
Coordinator will be working with NYU Langone team for a period of 6 months to begin on 
April 7th, 2015. 

Terry worked very hard as the lead sales person to get meetings, put a proposal in 
front of Target and winning the business with support from Pre-sales team & Josh.

Avijit & Sumit worked very diligently as the sales leads to close the deal with NYU 
Langone.  This relationship was nurtured for over 2 years with quality customer 
service & persistence. The lead was generated by Debashish P from the inside 
sales team.

Congratulations to everyone involved in the pursuit and closure of these new 
logos.  We look forward to many more new client acquisitions in the near future!   

GAVS’efforts in acquiring in new clients bore fruits in the months of April. 
Target Corporation and NYU Langone Medical center were added into the 
esteemed client list of GAVS

Josh Goldstein

REPUBLIC
Republic project developed Dashboard Automation for the US Domestic Republic Airline
• “OpsMetrics” - All Dashboard Production Implementation has been completed 
   successfully on 17th April 

Client Appreciation:
“Thank you and I appreciate your effort and your diligence to get things done the 
 right way! “ - Thevarajah, Joseph

Benefit to GAVS
• The SOW has been signed for 5 years for approximately 4 million dollars
  Kudos to the team – Anand Kanan, Sreeraam.A.S, Karthik Krishnan to have achieved 
  this great success.

JBFCS – FEGS Acquisition
Highlights
•  Evaluation of Multi-tier architecture

GERBER - SAP Migration project
• In the Gerber SAP Migration project, GAVS team completed key server and network 
  activities in the month of April 2015.

• Also Balaji Rajaraman worked with Level-3 and SunGard to achieve "Automatic DR
  between the Primary and DR sites" - this is a first in GAVS history!

SWIFTPAGE MAC
• GAVS and SWIFTPAGE together is embarking on a very niche application 
  development project – developing the ACT product for Mac using XAMARIN platform.

• With all the technical challenges and minimal support on Xamarin Mac platform, team 
  has completed the first sprint last week with 34 story points.

Susanne R
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GAVS Updates GAVS Updates

World Cup Quiz
The 5 finalists from the online quiz conducted about the world cup slugged it out in the 
finale of the World Cup Fever Quiz. It was GAVS’ first ever global competition, as we had 
Prabhakaran Kumbakonam join us over Lync from the US, along with Chandra Kanth, 
Sathish Kumar, Govind Sridharan, and Sudarsan S. The quiz was conducted over 4 
rounds, and the comprehensive winner in the end was Sudarsan S. 

IPL Craze got artsy at GAVS!
With the IPL cricket craze was at its fever pitch and GAVSians caught on to it.
GAVSians, with great zest and zeal, channeled their inner artists and printed on white 
canvas their opinions of the IPL. A few were for it, a few against, but there was no shortage 
of art. All art has been put up on the Cafeteria pillars and will be on display over the coming 
month.

Quiz Winners!
Awards were also given out for Vruksha Chronicle Quiz and World Cup Fever Quiz 
winners. 
A hearty congratulations to Vinothkumar S, Gopinath P, Monisha G, and Bhuvaneshwari R 
for their cash prize, and to Sudarsan S for winning a spanking new, official Indian jersey.

PULSE had its evening…
The crowning jewel of this month was the inauguration of PULSE…. Neatly wrapped in the 
blue and red of GAVS, the physical copies of the magazine were launched by Mr. Sridhara. 

GAVS Training Academy
SAMSKARA got rechristened to GAVS Training Academy
A centralized academy with GAVS’ RITE values as the building blocks, will continuously 
focus on enhancing the technical competencies & behavioural skills of individuals aligned 
with client’s project goals and GAVS’ corporate goals.

Jegan

IS NOW

GAVS has a new website!
Our website has been revamped, it 
provides users with an easier experience, 
an increased appeal, and its more 
user-friendly, and has the latest trends in 
design, and is also mobile-friendly.  We 
have some very interesting 
human-interest stories and employee 
testimonials. You can check out the 
website @ http://nexgen.gavsin.com/ 

‘Gooseberry’ starts their juice counter at GAVS
Awesome juices at very nominal prices, and a smart selection of sandwiches, drop in to 
check them out...

This will go live shortly.

Work-life balance session for Eves
Eves had a very educative and interesting session on ‘Work Life Balance’ by Mrs. Rajani 
Nandakumar.

Client visit – Stericycle
Aldo Mancini, Gustavo Dimare and Andre Sepulveda  were at GAVS Chennai for a week, 
on a series of business meetings with our team.  The progress on the SILOS project, one of 
the biggest and critical development project being developed by GAVS for Stericycle was 
reviewed. The visiting Stericycle team had meetings with the entire project team consisting 
of 16 members and participated in in-depth functional and technical review meetings with the 
projects leads. The go forward plan from the current state  to achieve the project and 
Stericycle business goals were conceived and agreed upon for immediate implementation. 
Also opportunities to serve Stericycle in other initiatives were discussed between Aldo, Sumit 

It was a good visit, and the team hosted a dinner party for the guests at Dublin, Park 
Sheraton.  It was good to see the guests letting their hair down and having fun on their last 
day in India.
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Coffee with...
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Know your Client

Let me introduce you to David Loges and share with you his 
unique story - From Farmer to Information Technology 
Professional. He was raised on a farm in NE Kansas and went on 
to receive a degree in Agronomy from Kansas State University 
with a specialization in Soil Science.

After David finished his degree, he worked for 4 1/2 years as a 
University of Nebraska Soil Scientist, contracted to the Upper 
Republican Natural Resources District, to complete the USDA  
Soil Survey of Chase County Nebraska. 

In addition, David farmed with his Father-In-Law and Brother-In-Law for 14 years and 
then with another family for 6 years in Nebraska.  It was not until one day when his 
Father-In-Law bought an Apple 2e computer where David began to peak his interest in 
Computers & Technology.  It started out as a hobby initially, but over time his passion 
grew more and more.   This motivated David to go back to school and begin a journey 
to becoming an IT professional. 

In 2004, David and his family moved to Colorado and took this opportunity to go back to 
school where he spent 8 months going to New Horizons Learning Center earning a 
Microsoft MCSA certification on Server 2003 in Broomfield, CO.   Upon completion of his 
IT education, David landed a contract opportunity within Network Administration.  
Eventually, he worked for Network Checker in Boulder, Colorado performing network 
administration duties for small businesses for many years.  This valuable experience 
helped David ultimately lead him to GAVS in 2012.

Currently, David works as a Tier 1 helpdesk employee onsite at Advanced Energy 
Industries.  He has been working for GAVS for 2 ½ years.   He would like to continue 
learning about MS MDT and the imaging processes as David further enhances his 
professional development.

David is an avid golfer and enjoys flower gardening in his free time.  He is married to his 
wife, Kim and has 2 children, both of which are married.  David has 3 granddaughters 
and a fourth on its way in July 2015.

David Loges

Josh Goldstein

SWIFTPAGE
Allen Duet - CTO
Allen has worked in the commercial software industry 
for 15 years with varying roles managing product and 
technologies.  Allen is the primary spokesperson for 
Act! and champion of small businesses, blogging, 
lecturing and publishing on empowering small 
businesses to grow by focusing on customer 
relationships.  When not busy at work you can find 
Allen spending time with his wife Angie and daughter 
Alexandra fishing or hiking in Colorado.

About the Company
Swiftpage provides contact and customer management solutions with integrated 
emarketing capabilities through the Act! product portfolio, the #1 best-selling small 
business solution in the space for over 25 years. Swiftpage fuels small business growth 
by providing these technology solutions fused with relevant content to unlock the power 
of our customer’s everyday interactions. Customers are provided a portfolio of products 
that give them the capabilities they need and flexible payment options so that they can 
pay for and use our products in a way that best meets their businesses unique needs. 
Because, although our customers are diverse, they share one vital characteristic in 
common: relationships are the center of their universe.

Small businesses rely on the Act! portfolio daily to run, manage, and grow their business. 
It allows them to stay organized and feel empowered to run their businesses. Act! delivers 
a complete view of each contact, activity and appointment scheduling, email marketing, 
lead scoring and follow-up recommendations, sales pipeline visibility, business workflow 
automation, and mobility options so you can stay connected on the go. Soon, Act! will 
integrate with other leading small business solution providers to offer a unique experience 
for each customer and increase reliance on Act!.
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Know your Client 5 Questions

Act! Product Profiles
Act! Essentials
Act! Cloud Essentials is a simple, cost-effective way to help you get organized, stay 
connected, and look professional. It’s easy to get started, with no technical hoops to jump 
through, and no long-term commitment required. It helps to easily consolidate and manage 
contacts, activities, notes, history, and connect with prospects and customers in one 
organized place, accessible from anywhere.

Act! Premium
Affordable and easy to use, Act! Premium is purpose-built for individuals, sales teams, and 
small businesses. With tools to help you be prepared for every interaction, propel 
productivity, and make insightful decisions, Act! Premium fits perfectly between the chaos 
of sticky notes and spreadsheets, and the expense and complexity of CRM systems. It 
helps organize all your prospect and customer details in one place so you can prioritize 

Swiftpage Nation
Swiftpage employs 220 people and is headquartered in Denver, Colorado with offices and 
Centers of Excellence in Scottsdale, Arizona, Newcastle, U.K. and India. Our products are 
installed and supported by business partners across the globe. Our leaders are people who 
have worked with and led businesses of every size, from startups to small businesses to 
large global enterprises. The company’s growing network of partners, customers, 
end-users and employees, known as “Swifties”, collectively represent Swiftpage Nation, 
united across the globe as one team, on one journey.  

28 years in the market
6+ million have purchased Act!
400,000 active users
~$33 million in revenue
220 employees

Act! Quick Facts

Lakshmi has been part of GAVS family for 
the past 3.5 years and has over 20 years 
of experience in Accounts and Finance. 
She is married to Mr. Prabhakaran and 
has 2 sons Vishal and Vishrant. Vishal is 
pursuing Engineering and Vishrant is in 
10th standard.

Who motivates you or by whom are you inspired the most?
My Mother motivates me the most .She has taught me to handle both positive and 
negative situations. I get my strength from her. She has taught me to be optimistic, no 
matter what comes my way.

What are your interests/hobbies?
I like to read books, especially romantic comedies. Music relaxes me. I like to travel, see 
more places and understand other cultures when time permits.

What do you aspire to do or be in the future?
After completing my duties towards my family, I wish to do something for the poor and 
needy children. I love kids and seeing so many children suffer affects me the most. I 
would like to do something to help them.

Is it tough being a working mother?
I feel it’s challenging. I wish I could spend more time with my children. With teenagers, it’s 
tougher as they feel interrupted. You need to respect their wishes and still want them to 
make the best choices for themselves.  

How do you feel being part of GAVs?
GAVS is a good organization and I feel it’s very safe for women employees. I can see a 
lot of changes here and I feel it’s becoming more employee friendly, which is a good 
thing.

Associate Manager - Finance

Featuring Lakshmi .P

Jayati Das
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For the past 20 years I’ve worked in the field of design. 
For the bulk of those years, my focus was print design. 
I learned the method of print, designing for four-color 
process, spot color design, die-cuts, screen print 
design, etc. The past four of my design years have 
been in the range of user-centric design. User-centric 
design is exciting method of creating an interactive 
interface that allows a user to navigate toward a 
specific or non-specific goal. As GAVS is focused on 
building web-based apps to assist clients and internal 
teams in providing streamlined IT services, I thought it 

The Difference between UI, UX, Visual & Interaction Design

Tech Corner Tech Corner

Visual designers sweat the small details that others overlook. They’re the designers that 
are frequently zoomed in to 4X or 8X zoom in Photoshop.

INTERACTION DESIGN (MOTION DESIGN)
Remember the way a screen would bounce when sliding in from the top of a phone 
application? Or how certain aspects of a screen shift as something else slides in? That’s 
the work of a motion designer. Visual designers usually work with static assets, whereas 
motion designers create the animation that occurs in the app. They deal with what the 
interface does when it’s touched or clicked. They decide how a menu should slide in, what 
transition effect to use, and how a button should fan out. When done well, motion 
becomes an important part of an interface that makes it feel real. 

HOW THESE DESIGN METHODS BECOME FUNCTIONAL
UI, UX, visual and interaction designers are part of a team that is necessary to create a 
final, useful product that can be easily understood and functional to the user. This team 
requires front-end developers to take the wireframes, designs, assets and motions and 
bring them to interactive life, and backend developers to handle the framework of data.

When a good team excels, a great product can be created. And that makes for a great 
product and happy users.

UX DESIGN (USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN)
UX designers are primarily concerned with how a product feels. There’s rarely a single 
right answer to a design problem. UX designers look at many different approaches to 
solving a specific user problem. The overall responsibility of a UX designer is to ensure 
that the product flows logically from one step to the next. This type of usability can be 
tested by in-person user testing to observe real users behaviors. By identifying stumbling 
blocks, you then refine and iterate to create the best user experience.

UI DESIGN (USER INTERFACE DESIGN)
User interface design is concerned with how the product is laid out. UI Designers are in 
charge of designing each screen or page that a user interact with and making certain that 
the UI visually communicates the path that the UX design has determined. For example, 
UI design would decide whether a slider or control knob makes the most sense to adjust 
something on a screen. UI design is also responsible for creating a style guide to ensure 
consistent design across the product. Maintaining consistency in the visual elements and 
behavior such as how to display error or warning states fall under the realm of UI design.

Visual Design (Graphic Design)
Visual design involves pushing pixels. Visual design is not concerned with how screens 
link to each other or how someone interacts with a product. Rather, the focus is on 
creating beautiful icons, controls, and visual elements and making use of typography. 

UX designers work with wireframes of screens, storyboards, and sitemaps.

Reid Johns

would be interesting to outline 
the differences in the types of design involved in creating GAVel.
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At GAVS, our goal is to deliver value to the customer, whether an internal or external 
customers, as soon as possible.  By following the principle of the Agile Manifesto we 
strive to deliver business value in order of the highest priority features as defined by the 
product owner.  What we have learned at GAVS is that although the terminology around 
‘Agile’ has been around for a while, and many people have practiced it, the truth is that it 
is very difficult to become a High Performing Team. It requires adhering to the 
philosophies around continuous improvement and constantly working to be better than we 
are today, more accountable to each other as teammates and more transparent in our 
communication than many people are accustomed to.  

Tech Corner Blog Corner

One of the key concepts of agile is that customers can and do change their minds often. 
Agile development lets teams be flexible and change direction often to match the stated 
needs of the product owner and key stakeholders.   Of course our clients never change 
their minds because they know exactly what they want and those needs do not change 
over time. 

Stay tuned to the next issue as we dive into some of the details around how to be a strong 
contributor on an Agile team.  

Reminiscence
Let me start with a disclaimer. I am a San Antonio Spurs fan for the last 8 years, and what 
I have shared below would definitely read as mumbling of an adoring fan. But here goes:

“When your eyes aren't mesmerized by the crisp ball movement, the hard cuts, the 
well-learned moves to produce all those wide open 3-point shots and clever backdoor 
layups, some of the real fun in watching the San Antonio Spurs is the interaction that by 
now is intuitive.”

Fran Blinebury

Fran’s article was all about deciphering the success of the Spurs team. In fact a lot of 
people have been doing it lately. Why should they? They have just won once since 2010, 
they are an ageing team – 3 of their top 4 stars could retire in the next 2-3 years, they 
stood 6th in the western division of NBA this year. Then why? 

The ‘why’ is a journey of more than 15 years and the way their story unravels has many 
a learning in these times. A measure of sustained greatness - San Antonio has racked up 
16 straight 50-win seasons in NBA. A testimonial that their achievement - working as a 
close knit team, under pressure and scrutiny of fans and still enjoying each other's 
company – may never be replicated is that the closest any team has come near to this 
record is the LA Lakers team with 12 seasons and that too from 1980-91. 

My reminiscence is a set of interpretations and plagiarized notes drawn from Fran’s article 
for you to decrypt how we could apply today at our workplace.

Organization first, not personalities

This comes straight from the top. Spurs is product of a synchronicity between Popovich 
as coach, R.C. Buford as General Manager and principal owner Peter Holt – the three 
leadership positions make or break any franchise. 

Likewise the players – they don’t focus on individual records – if it comes, it is an outcome 
of the bigger picture being achieved. This is a team where the focus from start is on not 
being injured, and so spend less time at court individually, thereby never making it into 
the top individual standings. 

AGILE DEVELOPMENT 
Over the past few months I have been asked several times to 
elaborate on Agile and how we are using it at GAVS.  Here are 
some thoughts that I would like to share with you on agile in 
action at GAVS.  

First of all, not everybody is familiar with what Agile means so 
allow me to set a baseline understanding of what Agile is.  Agile 
with Scrum is the name of an iterative software development 

methodology that can be applied to any product development scenario (it’s not just for 
software developers contrary to popular opinion).  We have many client engagements in 
the application development space where Agile is being used as the development 
methodology.  Today at GAVS, we are growing our agile capabilities and internally we are 
using Agile with Scrum for the GAVel Platform development.  GAVSians on various 
engagements across the firm are using agile internally and with our clients.  

Sean Hearne
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What Duncan-Parker-Ginobli had done by passing up more lucrative opportunities 
elsewhere to remain in San Antonio, forgoing pay rises to ensure the team has flexibility 
to get the best drafts and transfers is to become the winningest trio in NBA history forging 
a personal bond to each other and a commitment to team-first winning. Are we willing to 
make those sacrifices for the big picture? 

Blog Corner Blog Corner

Always changing, always growing

Maintaining Equilibrium

Change, adaption and perseverance has been key for Spurs to remain in the mix as 
playoff and Finals contenders every year. Sustained success requires sustained 
resiliency. The fact is that if you want to remain very good for a long time, the longer you 
are good, the more obstacles and pitfalls you'll encounter. The same Spurs have 
shockingly lost twice in the first round of play-offs even when they were No.1 seeds. Such 
disappointments have to be overcome and often it comes with hard decisions. Spurs had 
their coach’s favorite player traded who was steady and dependable. But the times were 
changing and he didn’t fit into their new transformation from offense to share the ball. 
Often an individual who loses out in the bargain questions the decision, one’s own 
capability – but one more retrospection could provide better answers and positivity. 

Letting go is the other key requirement of change and growth. Their older stars have 
passed the baton to the younger stars – not that they are redundant anymore. They offer 
something which shoots from experience – leadership. Their exposure to ‘have been 
there … done that then’ is what sees many situations through and thinning the line of what 
is seeming impossible. They handhold the metamorphosis of the younger players and 
Spurs have been exemplary in instilling ‘the big picture’ culture enabling everyone to 
adapt to change and grow with it. Are we ready to share and let go?

Similarly each Spurs member is entrenched to the ethos of contributing to the success of 
the team and with the team’s success comes inclusive growth for the individual. Are we 
more aligned or driven by individual goals or team goals?

It is all about trust – on oneself, on the team, on the coach, on the system. Everything 
rests on it. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, half the marriages in the United 
States are over by the eighth year, which makes the union of the Spurs and consistent 
excellence -- at twice that length -- an accomplishment of tolerance, dedication and bliss. 
While teams such as the Lakers, Detroit Pistons and Boston Celtics have blazed across 
the sky like comets to win championships in that span, all are franchises that are in a state 
of turmoil now. Nothing better personifies than the Spurs team for Together Everyone 
Achieving More.
Givens in life: Death, taxes and the Spurs' 50-win seasons - Fran Blinebury

The Lynchpin

It’s essential that the DNA should remain intact through the changes for continued 
success. For Spurs, the ‘team’ is the star – not individuals. When they come out as a 
team, the individual shortcomings take a backseat. They measure themselves not by 
outcomes, but the quality of the work. Google amidst all its growth, expansions, and 
technology changes maintains it original culture of openness associated with start-ups, in 
which everyone is a hands-on contributor and feels comfortable sharing ideas/opinions.

Food for Thought

 by a Gavsian
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Weekend Getaway Weekend Getaway 

It’s summer in Chennai. It’s time for Mangos, IPL, buttermilk, ice-creams, and Vacations. 
Ah, how much would we all love to beat the heat, beat the office work routine, and head 
to a place where you can switch off, put your feet up, and just unwind? How about a place 
which is the boisterous opposite of a hustling city, and is the parallel of an antiquated 
Spanish beach? A place with a distinct colonial charm bundled with soothe of crashing 
waves. We’re talking about Tranquebar. 

At a distance of less than 300km from Chennai, Tranquebar (Or Tharangambadi) is a 
quaint little town in the Nagapattinam district of Tamil Nadu. A remnant of Danish heritage 
in India, Tranquebar used to be a hub for international trading in the 1600s. A forgotten 
town since the British and other colonies left India in 1947, this modest, unassuming town 
has been gaining prominence among the travelling fraternity over the past few years. 

How to Reach
A mere 284 KM from Chennai, or 116 KM from Pondicherry, Tranquebar is best reached 
by car or bike, based on your preferences. Roads would alternate between good and 
horrendous. But the unadulterated pleasure in listening to the singing waves as they crash 
onto the shores and the gentle breeze, as you near Tranquebar, makes the effort worth 
it. 

For those who prefer to play it safe, Bus No.324 runs from CMBT to Nagapattinam. An 
AC bus costs Rs.300 and stops at Tranquebar. The journey takes about 7 hours, so time 
yourself accordingly. 

What to See / Do
The town is extremely small and most 
places can be covered by walk. You also 
get bicycles for hire. The most famous 
sight is the Fort Dansborg. A 17th century 
fort which faces the fort, the fort has 
recently seen substantial renovation 
efforts, to maintain and enrich the history 
that it embodies. The fort also houses a 
small museum with some artifacts and 
history from the Danish settlements. 

There are few other Colonial edifices, 
including the Zion Church, Town Gate, New 
Jerusalem Church, and Old Danish 
Cemetry which are within walking distances 
of each other, and evoke a sense of the 
rich history that the place is chockfull with.  
For the spiritually inclined, there is the 
Masilmani Nathar temple which dates back 
to the Pandian Era, 1306. 

If a bustling nightlife, a spiritual tour, mall hopping or shopping, etc is what you are 
looking for, you might want to give Tranquebar a miss. But if you are looking for an 
untainted, reassuring, and uplifting break from your routine, Tranquebar or the “Town of 
Singing waves” is the place to be. A hidden gem immune to the commercial pursuits, 
Tranquebar is a place waiting to be explored and embraced.

Weekend Getaway – Tranquebar, The town of tranquility

The place has very few mainstream 
hotels, and almost all stays are 
homestays or equivalent. The Bungalow 
on the Beach offers lip-smacking food 
for tourists, at a nominal rate.  

Jegan
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Off the Track Work Anniversaries

Pulse 20

Photography Contest - Theme “Expressions” 100055

100093

100136

100233

100236

100239

100245

100248

100615

100625

100628

100630

100631

100643

100645

100648

101112

101114

101118

101125

101126

101127

101130

Meenakshinathan .K

G Kishore Kumar

K. Venkateshan

G. Yuvaraj

Arockia James Benedict

Arman Asbaghi

Richard Prakash

Balaji. K

Jayesh Sadanand Vartak

Suresh Kumar Rathinam

Durga Prasad P

Ramesh J

Sridhar Manoharan

Dinesh Rajasekaran
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This competition is for you. click a photo of yourself or 

a fellow Gavsian emoting various expressions

(Sad, Happy, Surprise, Angry etc...). 

Send your submissions to Pulse@gavsin.com by 18th 

May.

The best photograph will be rewarded with a surprise.

Please note that one entry per employee will be 

accepted.

Love to click Photographs or Selfies?

May the best photographer win!

Art Corner - Middle-East Team

Silk Painting by Chandrasekar’s wife, 

Mrs. Anuroopa 

Beautiful sketch by Vinod Kumar’s

daughter, Krishnasree
Karkki



Caves at Phang Nga Bay - Thailand

Abhinav Bindu Bhuvana Dharani RakhiFarhana Jayati Jegan Joshua Susanne Shalini Yuva

The Pulse Team 

Karkki




